Overview of the FCA’s Enforcement Process (from 1 March 2017)
Stage 1 Settlement Period

Initial Stages & Investigative Steps
1

Referral to Enforcement

2

Appointment of Investigators

3

Subject receives the Memorandum of Appointment of
Investigators, a summary of potential breaches,
matters giving rise to the potential breaches and
factors leading to the referral.
Scoping discussion

Periodic Updates
At least quarterly
updates on
investigation and
next steps

generally 28 days (unless extended)

Settled cases
• FCA issues Warning Notice
and Decision Notice
• 30% settlement discount

Investigations and enforcement process explained
including indicative plans and direction of the
investigations. Timetabling of key milestones.
4

Investigation work
● Information requests
● Interviews

Final Notice
Published

Fully contested cases

*

Partly contested cases

• Focussed resolution agreement
• Certain elements contested
• Settlement discount of up to
30% is available

• No settlement
• No settlement discount
(except in exceptional
circumstances)

Submission to the Regulatory
Decisions Committee (RDC)

FCA Settlement Decision
Makers (SDMs) issue
Warning Notice

RDC decides whether to issue a
Warning Notice

SDMs inform RDC that
Warning Notice issued

RDC issue Warning Notice

Preliminary Findings & Meetings
5

Pre – settlement preliminary meeting
● To explain the FCA’s view of the misconduct
● Subject can indicate the extent to which it agrees

6

Early notification of Stage 1
● The FCA will aim to give 28 days’ notice

Representations to RDC
Oral / Written

RDC issue Decision Notice

No

Reference to Tribunal?

Yes

If the FCA finds there is no case to answer, it will close the investigation

Upper Tribunal
(Tax and Chancery Chamber)

* Expedited referral to Upper Tribunal

A subject may inform the FCA that it wishes to refer the matter to the Upper Tribunal
either before or after they receive a Warning Notice, and elect not to make
representations to the FCA (either to the SDMs and/or the RDC). The FCA will then issue
the Warning Notice (if it has not already done so) and the Decision Notice. A reference
to the Tribunal must then be made by the subject.

Tribunal’s determination will direct
the FCA on what action to take
Closure - Notice
of Discontinuance

*

Final Notice
Published

